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Abstract  
The latest generation of probes and casthouse machines provide a wealth of data 
that has not been available a few years ago. The evaluation of this data gives direct 
feedback to improve the blast furnace efficiency, the equipment maintenance and 
design and it allows the early detection of critical or deviating process situations. A 
stable operation with lower operation and maintenance costs are the final customer 
benefits. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Throughout all industries the term “Industry 4.0” has been a major subject in recent 
years. While the term is often linked to automation and manufacturing industries, it is 
undisputed that the massive data exchange and the possibilities it provides will affect 
virtually all industrial sectors. 
 
Even though also blast furnaces are operated with sophisticated expert-systems that 
rely on multiple process data since many years, new information and communication 
technologies will push the boundaries not only of what is done today but also to what 
sort of equipment it will be applied. Targets of newly developed digital solutions can 
be manifold. 
 
Blast furnace probes are predestined to contribute to a big data approach. While 
gathering more process relevant data like gas temperatures, pressures, burden 
profiles or gas compositions can contribute to an even better process understanding 
and help increasing the process efficiency, also the early detection of process 
phenomena like burden hangers is strived for to avoid unintentional disruptions. 
Digital solutions are also affecting the tapping equipment which are crucial to 
manage a blast furnace with high level performance. 
 
The quest for more process parameters, the reduction of operational costs and 
striving towards highest operational reliability also pushes the development of new 
technologies around clay guns and taphole drills. 
 
This paper provides an overview of the extensive changes that already took place in 
recent years and gives an outlook what changes will be implemented in the near 
future. 
 
The reader will be informed: 

• how data acquisition of BF-process parameters has changed and which 
new probe technologies are replacing the conventional designs of the 
past to provide the multitude of data required 

• How these new probe types, respectively their measurement data are 
already affecting the work of the BF-operators and support them by 
providing not only multiple data but also a visualization that allows an 
easier interpretation of the BF process 

• How condition monitoring of casthouse equipment (mainly clay guns 
and taphole drills) will improve their reliability and ease maintenance 

• How data acquisition of process parameters enhances the 
understanding of the tapping process and allows to assess the 
condition of the taphole 

 
The described measures can be gradually integrated into existing installations with 
incremental benefits for operations and maintenance. 
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2 OVERVIEW OF TODAY’S BF PROBES 
 

 
Figure 1: Conventional process instrumentation as still built in the 2010 years. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Today’s process instrumentation considers the need for more data acquisition and the 

requirement for reduced maintenance. 

 
The diversity of blast furnace probes has already been presented extensively in the 
literature [1, 2]. However, in the last few years, the measurement capability has 
increased significantly. This becomes clear when comparing the figures of a 
conventional BF to the modern counterpart. More data can be harvested today with 
less effort in terms of maintenance. 
 
The traditional lance-based measurement devices (Profilemeter, Above-burden 
probes) have been replaced by more performant and less mechanical systems such 
as the 3D-TopScan for the continuous surface measurement [3] and the continuous 
gas temperature mapping TMT-SOMA [4]. These systems are not limited to one 
radial measurement but capture the process across the whole BF burden surface in 
2D and 3D. 
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The missing element is the gas analysis, for which in-burden probes are still state of 
the art. However, the generation change is only one step away with the TMT 90mm-
movable-ABT. This is an above-burden probe and comes with a reduced lance 
diameter, both features inheriting a drastically reduced maintenance effort. It is able 
to sample gases at 6 to 8 measuring points simultaneously. A complete gas 
distribution profile is sampled within less than three minutes, such that the charging 
cycle is quasi not affected. 
 

 
Figure 3: TMT ABP90, the movable lance with simultaneous sampling of gas from 6-8 different 

positions for fast gas profiling. 

 
Continuous video monitoring is available with a Furnoscope with the LWIR cameras, 
which provide images at a higher availability than the preceding NIR systems. 
However, this device has to be considered as monitoring tool rather than process 
data harvester, as it cannot provide measurement data in the required accuracy or 
availability due to the dust and humidity content of the BF atmosphere, and the 
optical nature of the signal 
 

 
Figure 4: Furnoscope LWIR indicating a worn-out stone box on a BLT chute. 
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2.1 Control Centre – Integrated HMI for all TMT probes  
 
The dynamics and the update rate of the modern probes create one major problem to 
the user: The sheer amount of data is overwhelming operators and their wish is an 
inspection tool to understand process events at a single glance. The “TMT control 
centre” combines the quick-view screens of the individual probes with their many 
data processing features. Temperature profiles are overlaid with their synchronized 
burden profile, and the last quarter hour is visualized with the powerful ISO12 and 
layer models. 
 

 
Figure 5: TMT control centre 

 
2.2 Interfacing the data 
 
The established industry platform for the blast furnace automation area is SQL-
based. TMT probes apply the same philosophy and so are easily integrated in 
existing Level 2-systems. 
To account for the special requirements of probes, TMT probes have a system to 
store the data in asynchronous format in order to properly match external process 
data, such as charging data, with the actual measurement data. 
Hydraulic cast house equipment is typically PLC controlled. The main tapping 
equipment parameters are mostly recorded outside of the PLC, be it on a separate 
data logging PC or be it within the customers’ Level 2-system. This situation 
corresponds to the first step of TMT’s concept of a tapping process and equipment 
condition monitoring system: 

 
Figure 6: 4-step TMT Condition Monitoring System 
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Step 1: consists of locally logging TMT tapping equipment data. TMT installed 
already multiple PC based local data logging systems at customers’ premises. 
As a customer benefit historical data can support local troubleshooting of the 
casthouse equipment. 
 
Step 2: consists of the evaluation of the logged equipment data, to a much 
greater extent as this is typically done in a PLC.  
 
Step 3: comprises the central data logging and evaluation by TMT. 
 
Step 4: finally adds customer data input into TMT’s tapping equipment 
condition monitoring and process control system. 

 
TMT is currently implementing a tapping equipment condition monitoring and process 
control system including steps 2, 3 and 4 in collaboration with a German steel 
producer. 
 
The analysis of the large amount of cast house machinery data provides statistical 
information like run-time or duty cycle. This gives a precise overview of the actual 
level of usage of the equipment. 
 
3 LEARNINGS FROM THE DATA CORRELATION 
 
The blast furnace is a counter current reactor with descending burden and ascending 
process gas. Already from an independent data analysis of the burdening or the 
temperature, these modern probes provide more insight than their respective 
predecessors. Correlating their data provides even more insight than the evaluation 
of this data independently. Thus, by a supervision of the burden (input) and the gas 
temperature distribution (output) much can be learned about the internal BF process. 
For conciseness and due to the limited scope of this paper, some data is illustrated 
for one specific scope. The coke push effect is one of the most interesting 
phenomena in BF control, and until now, the sole means of measurement have been 
quite complex (e.g. TMT Scanning probe). The same information can today be 
gathered from a correlation analysis of the modern BF probes. 
 
Coke push effect: If iron-bearing materials are charged on coke, due to the impact 
forces and the density difference, the burden is moved in a way that was not 
predicted by the charging. This phenomenon can be observed from the stepwise 
observation of the layer build-up [3]. However, an additional fact is that if material is 
appearing from the outside, a temperature drop is observed, but if coke push effect 
appears, the temperature drops significantly less. 
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Figure 7: Individual 3D-TopScan analysis reveals the coke push effect. 

 

 

 
Figures 8 and 9: 4D-Representation: burden surface of the 3D-TopScan and the colours represent 
the SOMA gas temperature measurement. Top: before charging, Bottom: after charging of a sinter 
layer. Even though the burden level in the centre has increased, the temperature has not dropped 
accordingly, which confirms the fact that the centre is pushed coke whereas the wall region was 

covered with sinter. 
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Figure 10: This comparison analyses the burden rise and the corresponding temperature drop. The 
red and grey columns indicate charging of sinter or coke, respectively. It is thus possible to indicate 

and to quantify the coke push effect by comparing temperature and stockline. 

 
 

Related to the hearth, another example is the monitoring of tap hole length and clay 
volume injected, important process parameters. To avoid damaging the hearth 
refractory, there is a minimum tap hole length that should not be underrun. The 
injected clay volume can be used to antagonize an excessive shortening of the tap 
hole. Here is an example of the evolution of the tap hole length marked in yellow 
where the corresponding injected clay volume is indicated in light blue 
 
 

 
 

Figure 11: Monitoring of tap hole length and clay volume injected 

 
 
In the figure above, the red zone indicates a tap hole length below the minimum 
threshold value which led to a corrective increase of the injected clay volume. The 
larger amount of injected clay was applied until the tap hole length exceeded again 
the minimum threshold value. This is part of the intelligence of a modern tapping 
process monitoring and optimization system 
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Another variable that affects the taphole and hearth draining is the smoothness of 
taphole. A high ‘drilling without hammer’ quota of the ‘total drilling time’ shows that 
the use of the hammer is limited to the hardest part of the tap hole. These 
parameters need to be closely monitored together with the ‘total drilling time’ of the 
tap hole opening as the latter has to be kept within acceptable limits for a reliable and 
safe blast furnace operation 
 
 
 

 
Figure 12: Operation modes of drilling of tap hole opener 

 
 
 

 
Figure 13: Operation modes for drilling of tap hole opener 
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Figure 14: Analysis of tap hole opening process 

 
The red curve above shows the hammer pressure evolution. The drilling speed 
increase due to the hammer actuation in the hardest part of the tap hole channel 
corresponds to the slope augmentation of the green carriage position curve at 
13:10:17 on the time axis. The carriage has been moved backwards twice to 
enhance the evacuation of the drilled material [6].  
 
The reverse hammering function was activated to guarantee fast carriage retraction 
after opening the tap hole. This protects the tap hole opener against excessive hot 
metal splashing in the working position at the tap hole.  
 
The tapping equipment condition monitoring system allows the definition of “best 
practice tap hole openings”. The pattern recognition feature then provides automatic 
evaluation of the drilling operations. This feed-back can be used for optimising both 
manual operation as well as PLC control of the tapping equipment. 
 
This paper described a first approach to the topic that is geared to increase efficiency 
of the blast furnace, to increase availability of its critical equipment and ease its 
maintenance.  
 
As for most of the other industries, all steps are ultimately geared to reduce costs 
and increase process efficiency to give the BF operators a competitive edge in a 
demanding market. 
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